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   LESSONS IN HASHKAFA & HALACHA FROM THE PARSHA    

i p i n y      z y x t
'eke eipale oxd`l dyn `xw ipinyd meia idie:

     The posuk implies that Moshe Rabeinu summoned his brother and nephews to come from
somewhere else.  However, it is clear from the end of parshas Tzav that they had remained in the ohel
mo’ed for the last week.  What was the purpose of calling them?

HaRav Moshe Feinstein zt”l  explains that when Moshe called them to come, he was attempting
to convey a much deeper message:  Human nature dictates that something new is more exciting.
Generally speaking a new task, job, etc. is completed with more enthusiasm and alacrity than when it is
merely a repetition of a daily chore.  While this may be a natural function of human inclination, this is the
wrong attitude for Torah and mitzvos.  Ideally, each mitzvah and every seder ha’limud should be
approached with a feeling of excitement and newness as if he had just stood at Har Sinai and received
the Torah today!

This was Moshe Rabeinu’s message to Aharon HaKohein: ‘Do not allow yourself to do things by
rote, devoid of excitement for the mitzvah but rather approach this mitzvah and offer these korbanos as
if you had just arrived!”

oxd` mecie:

When Aharon’s two sons, Nadav and Avihu sinned by offering an eish zarah (foreign fire) on the
mizbayach, they were punished with their lives and so, this most joyous day of the inauguration of the
kohanim and the erecting of the Mishkan was the mood was dampened for all of K’lal Yisroel. Yet
Aharon, who lost two of his children, who Chazal tell us were greater in stature than Moshe and Aharon,
did not react. He was silent, and accepted the Divine decree without question and without emotion.
Although we cannot begin to fathom the level of emunah and bitachon of Aharon HaKohein, it still
behooves us to ask how it was possible that he he was completely silent and did not question the
decree? Chazal tell us that Aharon was duly rewarded for his silence; Hashem spoke straight to him,
alone, immediately thereafter - xeaicd el cgizp . A most wonderful reward for sure, but what is the
connection? Furthermore, as is true of all of divrei Chazal, it seems from that we are supposed to learn
something from this. Since we cannot expect that Hakadosh Baruch Hu will ever speak directly to any
one of us, this seems far from a lesson that we can apply to our own lives. How can we relate to
Aharon’s “super-human” qualities and apply it to our own lives?

HaRav Yeruchem Levovitz zt”l explains that it wasn’t that Aharon HaKohein was superhuman
that he didn’t react. Nor was it because he had worked on controlling his emotions that he remained
completely silent. The key to Aharon’s reaction or lack thereof was simply the realization of his place in
the world. Just like a guest who is invited to a wedding understands that he cannot complain if the menu
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is not to his liking or that the choson and kallah didn’t walk down to the nigunim he would have chosen,
so too Aharon understand that reacting would be out of place. A guest understands that the menu was
not designed to honor him as he is not the guest of honor. Rather the entire chasuna was planned to
honor the choson and kallah, and whatever he does not find to his liking, is irrelevant. Aharon
understood that the world was created by Hakadosh Baruch Hu for His own kavod - k’vod Shomayim,
and He continues to run the world for the very same purpose. Whatever He does that seems to interfere
with our own agendas is completely irrelevant, even if it appears to detract from k’vod Shomayim.
Aharon fully understood that his place in this world was like that of a guest and so how could he get
upset by anything in the “menu of life”? Realizing his place, made Aharon closer to Hakadosh Baruch
Hu, and Hashem only speaks directly to those who are closest to Him.

This is a powerful lesson. While most of cannot come close to controling our emotions and
reactions to (lo aleinu) absolute tragedies, we need to realize that everything that happens to us is
directed by Hashem. There is a higher plan behind all delayed flights and traffic jams. Becoming
frustrated impacts badly on our midos, at best. Accepting our “misfortune” is often an opportunity for
kidush Hashem and always a step forward in spiritual growth.

:mixzepd eipa...

  After the tragic death of Nadav and Avihu, Hakadosh Boruch Hu warned Aharon and his
remaining sons to be careful not to enter the Beis haMikdash after drinking wine, so that they should not
risk incurring the same penalty as their brothers.  In the subsequent parsha, Hakadosh Boruch Hu
instructs "Aharon and his remaining sons" to take the matzos of the korban mincha and eat them next
to the mizbayach.  It seems odd that the Torah should wait until now to call Elazar and Isamar "the
remaining sons".  Wouldn't it have made more sense to refer to them as such in the previous parsha,
which, not only followed their brothers’ deaths, but was also a deliberate warning to the kohanim not to
fail in a way that Nadav and Avihu had?
     HaRav Zalman Sorotzkin zt"l (in Sefer Oznayim la'Torah) explains that before Elazar and
Isamar had accepted upon themselves to be careful with the reverence demanded of the mikdash, they
could not be referred to as the remaining sons of Aharon.  Without full acceptance, they would likely be
destined to the same fate as their brothers. 
   These seemingly simple words are actually quite profound.  Full acceptance is very defining.
Without it, status quo is what is to be assumed. Clear acceptance is everything.  This is a lesson that is
especially relevant during the weeks of sefiras ha'omer.  It is a time for improvement.  Whether you
follow the kabalistic "sefiros" and their corresponding midos, or count the days by working on the 48
ways by which one can acquire Torah, the task can seeming daunting and formidable.  If we bear in
mind that an honest acceptance of change is enough, we can redefine ourselves and change
everything.

mkl `ed `nh 'eke `ed dxb dlrn ik lnbd z` 'eke elk`z `l df z` j`:

    The Torah lists four animals that posses only one of the two necessary simanim (qualifications)
of kosher animals and subsequently declares that they are tamei and forbidden.  It is of note that the
Torah does not specifically proclaim all other animals that have neither split hooves nor chew their cud
as “tamei lachem”. Furthermore, the posuk seems to indicate that the main reason the camel is
forbidden is because it chews its cud and not because it doesn’t have split hooves.  This is
counterintuitive.
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HaRav Eliyahu Meir Bloch zt”l suggests the following approach:  We are wont to think that an
animal with one of the two simanim is “half kosher”.  Not that we would ever think it is any less
forbidden, but we tend to understand the camel’s hooves as the source fo its tumah.  This is an
absolute fallacy.  The fact that the camel chews its cud does not make it any better.  The Torah tells us
that quite the opposite is true. It is the reason for its tumah.  This is a lesson to bear in mind.  It is far
more dangerous to cloak something tamei in the garb of tahara than allow it to honestly reveal its true
self.

:'eke dciqgd z`e

Among the species of birds that the Torah forbids us from eating is the “chasidah” (stork). Chazal
are clear that all names of animals in Loshon Hakodesh are not random and always convey some
information about it. The chasidah is no different and Rashi explains that its name is such because it
does chesed by bringing its friends food. One would expect therefore, that the chasidah would be a
kosher bird. This is especially true since the Rishonim explain that in a sense, “we are what we eat” and
by eating certain animals and birds that the Torah forbade, one acquires its negative traits. Chesed, is a
midah we should aspire to. Why then, should the Torah forbid it?

HaRav Moshe Shternbuch shlit”a offers the following: The chasida might possess wonderful
middos. One might think that eating it is therefore beneficial. Perhaps it should even be a mitzvah to do
so. The Torah tells us otherwise. Mitzvos are the Hakadosh Baruch Hu’s instructions as to what is good
for us. The fact that we may feel that something may be more beneficial for our neshamos is irrellevent.
The directives of the Torah are absolute and we are bound by them. Anything else that “appears” to be
beneficial, must fit within the parameters set out by the Torah.
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